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1.1 The author of the communication is Mümüne Açikkollu, born on 21 January 1975, a national of Türkiye. She submits the communication on her own behalf and that of her deceased husband, Gökhan Açikkollu, born on 1 April 1974, also a national of Türkiye. She claims that the torture and death of her husband in police custody constitute violations by the State party of articles 6, 7, 9 and 14 of the Covenant. The Optional Protocol entered into force for Türkiye on 24 February 2007. The author is represented by counsel.

* Adopted by the Committee at its 136th session (10 October–4 November 2022).

** The following members of the Committee participated in the examination of the communication: Wafaa Ashraf Moharram Bassim, Yadh Ben Achour, Arif Bulkan, Mahjoub El Haiba, Furuya Shuichi, Carlos Gómez Martínez, Marcia V.J. Kran, Duncan Laki Muhumuza, Hernán Quezada Cabrera, Vasilka Sancin, José Manuel Santos Pais, Soh Changrok, Kobayyah Tchamdzja Kpatcha, Imeru Tamerat Yigezu and Gentian Zyberi.
1.2 The State party gave notice to the Secretary-General of a derogation under article 4 of the Covenant on 2 August 2016 regarding articles 2 (3), 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26 and 27. On 9 August 2018, the State party notified the Secretary-General that the state of emergency had ended as of 19 July 2018 and that the derogation had been terminated accordingly.

Facts as submitted by the author

2.1 The author’s husband worked as a teacher in private educational institutions that were affiliated with the Gülen movement in Konya, Nevşehir and Aksaray. In 2012, he joined Istanbul’s Atatürk Industrial Vocational High School operated by the Ministry of Education. The author’s husband had been diagnosed with social anxiety due to stress suffered during his military service. In 2013, he was diagnosed with diabetes and simultaneously also suffered from panic attacks.

2.2 On 15 July 2016, the day of the failed coup attempt in Türkiye, the author and her husband were preparing celebrations for their son’s birthday. The author’s husband was shocked by the news of the coup attempt and, that evening, he prayed alongside his family, hoping for the day to end without any incidents.

2.3 On 22 July 2016, the author’s husband was informed of his dismissal from the school. Thousands of teachers like him were dismissed under Emergency Decree Law No. 667, published on 23 July 2016, which aimed at closing institutions affiliated with the Gülen movement. On 23 July 2016 at 11 p.m., upon the orders of the prosecutor of Can Tuncay, 15 police officers raided the author’s home. The author’s husband was handcuffed behind his back and laid face down on the ground without being informed of what was happening. When he requested to see his lawyer and asked the policemen for explanations, he was beaten and told that his lawyer would not be contacted. The blood sugar levels of the author’s husband increased during his arrest and he received an insulin shot while handcuffed. During the raid, the policemen seized his computer, mobile phone, camera, personal photographs and the receipts of his children’s monthly school tuition fees. Once in the police car, the author’s husband was subjected to further violence. He later reported to a doctor that, while in the police car, he had been hit on his back, the sides of his eyes and his shoulders.

2.4 On 24 July 2016, the author was informed of her husband’s arrest after receiving a phone call from a policeman from the counter-terrorism unit. She was told that a lawyer would only be assigned to her husband if the prosecutor authorized it. On the same day, the author’s husband underwent a first routine medical examination at Bayrampaşa State Hospital where no signs of torture or assault was reported by the doctors. However, on the same day, another report by a doctor at Haseki Education and Research Hospital reported injuries, especially on the back. The report also indicated symptoms of dizziness, sweating and chest pain. In the report, the doctor indicated that the author’s husband had suffered a panic attack and was on medication called Paxera. Before being taken to Haseki Education and Research Hospital, the author’s husband had initially been treated by emergency services after he had fainted following an attack. He was provided with medical attention in the detention cell and pre-diagnosed with a F41 anxiety disorder. At Haseki Education and Research Hospital, a chest X-ray was conducted and further treatment was recommended.

2.5 On 25 July 2016, the author’s husband was taken to the Central Forensic Sciences Branch Directorate for a routine medical check-up. He told the doctor that he had been tortured on the day of his arrest and that he suffered from panic attacks and was on regular medication. The health report indicated the presence of bruises on both of his shoulder blades and his right shoulder. It also indicated that the author suffered from pain when moving his left arm. Despite these observations and after examining him, the doctor stated that “no battery or assault was found”. In another report dated 26 July 2016, the Central Forensic Sciences Branch Directorate described the torture and ill-treatment that he had suffered while in police custody, the apparent bruises on several parts of his body, his panic attacks and anxiety, and the suspicion of a heart problem without providing any diagnosis. The author’s husband later told her cellmates that the doctor had photographed these marks of torture. In another health report dated 27 July 2016, the author’s husband stated that he had been slapped on both sides of his face, kicked on the right side of his chest and that the back of his head had been banged against a wall. The report indicates the presence of abrasions on the right.
side of his face, around his eyes and on his forehead, as well as pain in his chest. The author’s husband had stated that his panic attacks were triggered by psychological pressure. He was recommended to undergo a psychiatric consultation to treat his panic attack disorder.

2.6 On 28 July 2016, after he suffered a severe attack, the emergency services took the author’s husband to Haseki Education and Research Hospital, where he was hospitalized for approximately four hours. He received medication and was returned to custody. Additional reports of the Central Forensic Sciences Branch Directorate dated 28, 29 and 30 July 2016 continued to signal the previously reported signs of torture on his body (purple and green-coloured bruises on his face and left shoulder) and panic attacks despite the use of Paxera. The author’s husband repeatedly expressed his fear and stress. One report noted that the right lens of his glasses had been broken.

2.7 On 31 July 2016, the author’s husband was taken for the third time as an emergency to hospital following a panic attack. A mental health examination was conducted at the Psychiatric Polyclinic Emergency of Istanbul University’s Faculty of Medicine, which found that he had developed hypervigilance after suffering verbal and physical abuse, that he had flashbacks, nightmares, symptoms of sweating, trembling, shortness of breath, fear of death, anticipation anxiety, panic disorder and acute stress disorder. His prescribed dose of Paxera was increased, while he was also prescribed Xanax. In contrast, a health report issued by Haseki Education and Research Hospital on the following days stated that his condition was good and that no wounds, abrasions, injuries or signs of torture or assault had been found. During an examination on 3 August 2016 at Haseki Education and Research Hospital, the doctors took note of the description of the torture and ill-treatment suffered by the author’s husband and recommended orthopaedic treatment, which he reportedly refused. According to the author, the doctors were compelled by the police to report this in order to cover up the acts of torture.

2.8 On 4 August 2016, the health of the author’s husband was reported as good, with no special condition signalled during an examination at Haseki Education and Research Hospital. No marks of physical coercion were detected according to the report, which also indicated that he had abnormal behaviour by refusing further examinations and treatments despite his repeated complaints about ill-treatment. The author submits that no X-ray of her husband’s chest was taken in light of the numerous reports of his chest pains.

2.9 Video surveillance footage of the cell of the author’s husband, taken on 5 August 2016, shows him apparently having convulsions. His cellmates appear to call for help and place him on his bed. Several minutes after, the author’s husband was taken out of the cell by two policemen and a prison official. The footage from another surveillance camera outside the cell shows a person, later identified as a doctor also in detention, performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation on the author’s husband. He was taken on a stretcher out of the police station by the emergency services and arrived at 5.30 a.m. at the Haseki Education and Research Hospital, where he continued to receive cardiopulmonary resuscitation for another 45 minutes. He was declared dead at 6.15 a.m. that day.

2.10 The detained doctor claims that he could not feel the pulse of the author’s husband when he arrived to perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation on him, by which time he was already dead. In the voice recordings of the emergency services that day, the author’s husband was reported to have died in custody. However, according to a statement by the Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office and the investigation records, the author’s husband died in hospital after he had suffered a heart attack.

2.11 The autopsy report dated 29 August 2016 of the Morgue Division of the Council of Forensic Medicine found several fractures in the ribs of the author’s husband, bleeding at the level of the fifth intercostal space and a bruise on his neck. A forensic report by the Institute of Forensic Medicine I, dated 23 November 2016, concluded that there was no evidence suggesting that the author’s husband had died from poisoning or trauma. The report stated that the fractures found in his chest area could have resulted from cardiopulmonary resuscitation and that it was unanimously agreed that he had died from a heart attack.

2.12 In an assessment of the doctors’ reports and the autopsy report conducted by an expert in forensic medicine and head of the Human Rights Foundations of Turkey, it was concluded that the cause of death of the author’s husband should have been recorded as torture. The
The report argues that the types of injuries found on the body of the author’s husband corresponded to his complaints of torture. The mental and physical traumas suffered while in custody, combined with his diabetes, represented important risk factors for the development of cardiovascular disease. An X-ray was never conducted, despite his claims of pain in his chest area. The report additionally points out that signs of torture were ignored in some of the medical reports and that, in those reports in which torture was signalled, the Manual on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Istanbul Protocol) should have been applied.

2.13 The author submits that several of her husband’s co-detainees witnessed the torture that he was subjected to and offered to testify. One of these witnesses filed a petition with the prison management stating that he had witnessed the ill-treatment of the author’s husband and asking to be informed of the investigation file number. Another co-detainee, who also witnessed the events, provided information through his lawyer about how the author’s husband had been beaten and was taken to medical check-ups handcuffed while police officers made fun of him. According to this witness, the author’s husband was violently interrogated by the police officers, who accused him of being the “imam” of the police department and requested him to draw an organizational chart. He was taken out of his cell several times and beaten by the police officers. The witness claims that the night before his death, the author’s husband had been severely hit in the chest and returned to his cell complaining of pain in his chest. He was not able to sleep that night and woke the other inmates with screams before being taken as an emergency to the hospital. This witness opined that the author’s husband had died because of the torture inflicted on him. The author submits that the prosecutor investigating her husband’s death refused to interview any of these witnesses.

2.14 After her husband’s death, the author received a letter from the Ministry of Education stating that her husband had been found innocent of the charges against him and was reinstated as a teacher. The author submits that this demonstrates that her husband’s detention was unlawful and arbitrary since he was innocent.

Complaint

3.1 The author claims that the State party violated her husband’s right to life under article 6 of the Covenant by arbitrarily depriving him of his liberty and then intentionally torturing him to death, despite being clearly informed about his health problems. She claims that her husband was subjected to severe and long-term lethal torture and that the State party therefore violated the prohibition of torture under article 7 of the Covenant. The author also presents the claims under article 7 on her own behalf and on behalf of her family who suffered mental anguish and inhuman treatment due to the failure of the State party to properly investigate the death of her husband.

3.2 The author claims that her husband was arbitrarily arrested and detained, in breach of article 9 of the Covenant. He was detained without evidence on allegations that he had links with the unsuccessful coup attempt. On the contrary, he was found to be innocent and was even re-employed, which also demonstrates that the administration seemed unaware of his death. The author claims that her husband was arrested upon the orders of the executive, similar to thousands of other individuals, as part of a witch hunt and without due consideration as to the existence of any proof that crimes had been committed.

3.3 The author claims that the State party violated her husband’s rights under article 14 of the Covenant, as he was never informed of the charges against him or able to appoint a lawyer. He never appeared before a judge and was presumed guilty despite the absence of any evidence.

3.4 The author submits that she has not presented the same matter to any other procedure of international investigation or settlement and that there are no effective domestic remedies available in her case. She filed a complaint before the Murder Bureau of the Istanbul Security Directorate on 12 August 2016, which was first reviewed by the Istanbul Public Prosecutor’s Office. The public prosecutor did not take any statements from witnesses and decided, on 20 December 2016, to dismiss the complaint without further investigation, finding that no intentional or negligent act of any person had contributed to the death of the author’s husband.
On 20 January 2017, the author appealed against the public prosecutor’s decision before the Istanbul Criminal Court of Peace, which ruled in favour of the author and agreed to reconsider her complaint. Her complaint was still pending three years later, at the time of submission of the present communication. The author claims that this undue delay is part of a deliberate tactic to prevent her and her family from bringing her complaint before an international body. The author also filed a separate complaint against the Ministry of the Interior on behalf of her children.

3.5 The author requests that the Committee urge the State party to: (a) effectively and independently investigate the case; (b) bring all the perpetrators of the violations to justice and publicly name those responsible; (c) prevent the occurrence of similar violations in the future, through legislative or institutional reforms and training of government officials; (d) provide adequate compensation to her family; and (e) make a separate apology for these violations.

State party’s observations on admissibility and the merits

4.1 In a note verbale dated 1 December 2020, the State party submitted its observations on admissibility and the merits. It firstly submits that, on 15 July 2016, the Fethullahist terrorist organization, which infiltrated critical government positions, attempted to suspend the Constitution and take over the elected Government. On 21 July 2016, a nationwide state of emergency was declared and, in accordance with article 4 of the Covenant, the State party notified the Secretary-General of its derogation from the Covenant. The State party submits that it observed the principles of necessity, proportionality and legality throughout the state of emergency and that the notification of derogation made under the Covenant was withdrawn on 19 July 2018, once the state of emergency had ended. The State party underscores that various remedies against measures emanating from decree laws issued during the state of emergency are available, such as the Inquiry Commission on the State of Emergency Measures introduced by Decree Law No. 685, which was recognized as an available domestic remedy by the European Court of Human Rights. The State party submits that members of the Fethullahist terrorist organization have presented unfounded claims of arbitrary arrest and detention as a strategy to manipulate international public opinion.

4.2 As regards the issue of admissibility, the State party notes that the author admits to having not exhausted domestic remedies by alleging that these are unreasonably prolonged. It notes that the author’s compensation claim, filed in accordance with article 141 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, was initially rejected by the 1st Administrative Court of Istanbul on the grounds that judicial courts are competent to resolve such claims. Upon the author’s appeal, on 29 January 2020, the 9th Administrative Court of Appeal of Istanbul confirmed the first-instance decision based on the same reasons and the case is currently pending before the Council of State. The author has, therefore, yet to exhaust this domestic remedy.

4.3 The State party also notes that the author filed a complaint before the Istanbul Public Prosecutor’s Office, which issued, on 20 December 2016, after a meticulous investigation, a decision of non-prosecution. On 13 July 2017, following the author’s appeal, the 12th Magistrate Office of Istanbul decided to further investigate the author’s allegations and gather additional evidence. After the examination of camera footage, witnesses’ testimonies and the autopsy report, the Istanbul Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office issued another decision of non-prosecution, on 9 January 2020, arguing that the evidence collected did not raise any suspicion indicating that external factors contributed to the death of the author’s husband or of any element of crime. The author appealed against this second decision of non-prosecution, which was confirmed on 18 February 2020 by the 11th Magistrate Office of

---

1 As indicated in the State party’s observations on admissibility and the merits, on 9 January 2020, the Istanbul Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office issued another decision of non-prosecution, after the author had submitted her individual communication to the Committee.

2 The State party submits that, under article 141 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, compensation claims related to alleged arbitrary custody and detention can be reviewed. Article 142 stipulates that compensation is delivered by the competent Assize Court. The State party further submits that, in A.S. v. Turkey (application No. 58271/10, Judgment, 13 September 2016), the European Court of Human Rights considered it as an available domestic remedy.
Istanbul. As the author has not lodged an individual application before the Constitutional Court, the State party submits that she has not yet exhausted domestic remedies.

4.4 In response to the author’s claims regarding the unreasonable prolongation, unavailability and ineffectiveness of domestic remedies, the State party submits that the European Court of Human Rights has ruled in several cases that applicants should exhaust the individual application procedure before the Constitutional Court, including with respect to measures taken within the scope of the state of emergency. The State party further notes that the European Court of Human Rights did not find that the temporary increase in the Constitutional Court’s caseload following the coup attempt had led to breaches of the right to have the lawfulness of detention speedily examined by a court. As regards the allegation that the Constitutional Court does not properly examine the individual applications of persons suspected or convicted of membership of a terrorist organization, the State party argues that several of the Constitutional Court’s decisions prove the contrary. The State party considers the author’s claims with respect to the ineffectiveness of this particular remedy are contradictory, as she herself lodged an application before the Constitutional Court following her dismissal from public duty due to her affiliation to the Fetullahist terrorist organization, clearly indicating that she does consider this remedy as effective.

4.5 On the facts of the case, the State party submits that the author’s husband was taken into custody on suspicion of membership of the Fetullahist terrorist organization. Less than an hour after his arrest, a medical report stated that he had not been subjected to battery or physical coercion. During the investigation process, he was taken on a daily basis to hospital for medical examinations. He could access his medicines while in custody and daily medical reports for custody extension were obtained between 25 July and 4 August 2016. He was transferred to different medical institutions when declared ill on 24, 28 and 31 July 2016 and it was suggested, during one examination, to increase his prescribed dose of Paxera and to prescribe him, in addition, Xanax for his anxiety disorder. With regard to the events surrounding the death of the author’s husband, the State party submits that he was first treated by a doctor who was also held in custody and then transferred by ambulance to Haseki Education and Research Hospital. Despite all the medical interventions, cautiously reflected in reports by the police officers, the author’s husband could not be rescued.

4.6 As regards the author’s claims under articles 6 and 7 of the Covenant, the State party refers to one of the autopsy reports indicating the absence of poisoning, traumatic change, fractures in the skull or damage to the internal organs or vessels, or any kind of evidence suggesting that the author’s husband had died due to a traumatic effect. The report also mentions that the symptoms in his chest resulted from the cardiopulmonary resuscitation and that he had died of a heart attack. After a duly conducted investigation, the State party reiterates that two decisions of non-prosecution were issued. It therefore argues that the author’s allegations are misleading and that, in light of the above, articles 6 and 7 of the Covenant were not violated.

4.7 Contrary to the author’s allegations, the State party submits that the author’s husband was informed on the first day of his arrest of the reasons thereof and of the charge of membership of a terrorist organization brought against him within the scope of an investigation led by the Istanbul Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office. The State party submits that the author’s husband used the encrypted communication application called ByLock, which is crucial evidence of his membership of the Fetullahist terrorist organization, according to decisions of the Court of Cassation and the Constitutional Court. His membership of Fetullahist terrorist organization was also evidenced by his bank account at Bank Asya, which is the main financial structure of the Fetullahist terrorist organization. The State party considers that the author’s husband was, therefore, not arbitrarily arrested or

---

3 The State party refers to European Court of Human Rights, Uzun v. Turkey (application No. 10755/13, Decision, 30 April 2013) and to the following judgments regarding measures within the scope of the state of emergency: Mercan v. Turkey (application No. 56511/16, Decision, 8 November 2016); Bidik v. Turkey (application No. 45222/15, Decision, 22 November 2016); and Zihni v. Turkey (application No. 59061/16, Decision, 29 November 2016).

4 European Court of Human Rights, Altan v. Turkey (application No. 13237/17, Judgment, 20 March 2018).
detained, based on sufficient evidence justifying the charges brought against him and on article 91 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, which regulates the conditions of custody in situations in which the evidence indicates that an offence has been committed. The State party submits that articles 9 and 14 of the Covenant were therefore not violated.

Author’s comments on the State party’s observations on admissibility and the merits

5.1 On 2 April 2021, the author submitted comments on the State party’s observations on admissibility and the merits, reiterating that her complaints were raised before domestic judicial bodies. However, these were either unduly prolonged or dismissed without a proper investigation. Despite the proven ineffectiveness of the Constitutional Court’s individual application procedure, especially in the aftermath of the coup attempt, the author states that she nevertheless lodged an application on 15 June 2020 anticipating the State party’s claim regarding the non-exhaustion of domestic remedies. She simultaneously presented her communication before the Committee based on her distrust in the effectiveness of this domestic remedy and in order not to waste further time. The author also submits, as a preliminary comment, that torture and ill-treatment have become a systematic administrative practice in the State party following several decrees that exempt public officials from liability in the conduct of their functions within the scope of such decrees. The author points to reports indicating that incidents of torture and ill-treatment, including on persons in custody suspected of membership of the Gülen movement, have increased after the coup attempt and that no investigation or prosecution have been carried out for these incidents. The author argues that, under such circumstances of normalization of torture and ill-treatment by the administration, the exhaustion of domestic remedies should not be required.

5.2 Although the Constitutional Court’s decisions have a final and binding character, the author refers to several cases in which the State party’s lower courts did not comply with such decisions. In particular, the author highlights the European Court of Human Rights’ judgment in the Altan case, in which the Court ruled that it would reserve the right to examine the effectiveness of the Constitutional Court’s individual application procedure in light of the case law of the courts of first instance. The author also raises concerns regarding the effectiveness of this remedy, as the Constitutional Court ruled that it could not conduct any review of the constitutionality of the legislative decrees adopted in the context of the state of emergency. The author argues that the Constitutional Court’s departure from the approach of the European Court of Human Rights, including its opposition to and lack of compliance with its judgments, is another sign of its ineffectiveness. The author submits that in the Yıldırım Turan case, the Constitutional Court stated that, in light of the judgment of the European Court of Human Rights, it would re-examine the case but that it would not automatically enforce the judgment, thus contravening the binding nature of the judgments of the European Court and article 90 of the Constitution on the pre-eminence of international agreements over domestic law in cases of conflict between the two. The Constitutional Court also stated in this decision that its domestic courts were better suited than the European Court of Human Rights to interpret domestic law and that, since the European Court’s judgment contained an interpretation of Turkish law, it could reach a different conclusion without contravening the importance of the European Court’s judgments within its legal system. The author further submits that the Constitutional Court has rejected individual applications that would attract attention from the political powers and that one of the Court’s members always signs decisions that favour the Government.

5.3 The author rejects the State party’s excuse regarding the Constitutional Court’s caseload, as it bears the responsibility to provide the Court with adequate resources in order

---

5 The author refers to reports from the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, Amnesty International, Freedom from Torture, the Ankara Bar Association and the Gaziantep Bar Association.
7 European Court of Human Rights, Alpay v. Turkey (application No. 16538/17, Judgment, 20 March 2018); and Altan v. Turkey.
8 Altan v. Turkey, para. 142.
9 Constitutional Court, application No. 2017/10536, Decision, 4 June 2020.
to promptly examine applications. She argues that the cases referred to by the State party to support the effectiveness of the Constitutional Court’s individual application procedure relate to a different subject matter. The author submits that the State party has yet to prove that an application lodged by persons charged with the crime of membership of the Fetullahist terrorist organization and who allege to have been subjected to torture and ill-treatment while in custody has ever succeeded. In light of the above, the author reiterates that the Constitutional Court is non-functional, lacks independence and should be considered as an ineffective remedy in practice that offers no prospect of success.

5.4 With regard to her claims under articles 6 and 7 of the Covenant, the author notes that the State party failed to duly consider the events that triggered her husband’s heart attack, and ignored the contradictions in the medical reports and the witness statements corroborating the claim that he had been tortured. The State party has not provided any documentary evidence that the medicines vital to the treatment of the author’s husband had been adequately administered. The author also notes that the State party did not refute the report by the head of the Human Rights Foundations of Turkey concluding that her husband’s death had resulted from torture. The State party further ignored a decision by the Third Supreme Council of the Institute of Forensic Medicine according to which the conditions of detention had an effect on his death.

5.5 Although her husband’s use of the ByLock application has not been proven, the author submits that this would, nevertheless, fall under his freedom of communication and could not serve as a basis for his custody. The author submits that her husband was arrested and detained in the absence of any evidence against him and that the onus was on the State party to prove the contrary. Furthermore, the supposed evidence of his use of ByLock was not lawfully obtained but seized by the National Intelligence Organization in the context of its intelligence work and subsequently shared with judicial authorities. The author argues that this practice breaches the Law on the National Intelligence Organization, which prohibits using intelligence information for other purposes or as evidence. Under the Code of Criminal Procedure, the seizure of digital material requires the authorization of a judge upon the request of a public prosecutor within the context of an ongoing investigation. In addition, the seizure of data from the ByLock application, situated on a server abroad, required a letter rogatory. As none of the above requirements were complied with, the author submits that the data obtained had no evidentiary value and could not serve as a basis for her husband’s custody. Likewise, the author argues that the possession of an account at Bank Asya, which was a legal entity, could not be considered an offence or proof of membership of a terrorist organization. The author refers to decisions of the Criminal Chamber of the Court of Cassation ruling that ordinary deposit transactions at Bank Asya while it was legally operating could not be considered as criminal acts.

5.6 The author concludes that her husband was arbitrarily taken into custody. His statement was never taken, nor was he brought before a judge after 13 days in detention, which represent breaches of his right to a fair trial. The author requests that the Committee urge the State party to conduct an effective and independent investigation in order to clarify the events surrounding her husband’s death, to hold the perpetrators to account and to provide her and her family with a fair and satisfactory amount in compensation.

State party's additional observations

6.1 On 12 July 2021, the State party submitted additional observations on admissibility and the merits of the complaint. The State party reiterates its zero-tolerance policy against torture and the comprehensive set of measures that it has adopted to ensure that allegations of torture and ill-treatment are duly investigated and that international standards on the matter are guaranteed under its Constitution and national legislation. As regards Decree Law No. 667, referred to by the author regarding the absence of liability of public servants, the State party clarifies that this only pertains to decisions and duties carried out under that decree law and aimed at the implementation of the state of emergency. It does not provide impunity to public officials who inflict torture or ill-treatment. The State party also submits that, following the coup attempt, the European Court of Human Rights received 40 applications for interim measures from applicants affiliated with the Fetullahist terrorist organization regarding their conditions of detention, which were all rejected by the Court. The State party,
therefore, refutes the author’s allegations regarding the systematic use of torture and ill-treatment.

6.2 The State party reiterates that the communication should be declared inadmissible under articles 2 and 5 of the Optional Protocol as the author has not exhausted domestic remedies. The State party reasserts the well-established effectiveness of the Constitutional Court’s individual application procedure, and that the Court’s judgments are binding and legally enforceable under domestic law. In the Berberoğlu,10 Altan and Alpay cases signalled by the author, the State party argues that she omits to provide the full facts and outcomes of these cases, and that the Constitutional Court judgments were effectively enforced. The allegation that the Constitutional Court has deviated from the case law of the European Court of Human Rights is equally unfounded. The State party submits that the Constitutional Court is the competent court to interpret the provisions of domestic law, whereas the European Court is limited to determining whether such interpretations are compatible with the Convention. In the cases referred to by the author, the State party indicates that the Constitutional Court interpreted domestic law and rendered its decisions accordingly, which does not prove in any way the ineffectiveness of this remedy.

6.3 The State party also rejects the author’s allegations regarding the unlikely prospects of success of individual applications to the Constitutional Court. It indicates that, out of the 308,672 individual applications received, 14,793 were admissible. In 94 per cent of these admissible applications, the Constitutional Court found violations, which proves that there is a reasonable chance of success offered by this remedy. Contrary to the author’s allegations, the Constitutional Court has found violations in cases regarding applicants prosecuted for membership of the Fetullahist terrorist organization, including with regard to allegations of torture and ill-treatment in the Ahmet Ağık case.11 On the alleged unreasonable prolongation of this remedy, the State party considers that a delay of one year, as in the author’s case, does not constitute an unreasonable prolongation, in light of the Committee’s jurisprudence and the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic. The State party argues that the communication is manifestly ill-founded and should be declared inadmissible for lack of substantiation in view of the inaccurate and misleading information brought forward by the author.

6.4 Regarding the author’s claims under articles 6 and 7 of the Covenant, the State party provides a medical prescription dated 31 July 2016 proving that the author’s husband was provided with his medication without hindrance while in custody. During the period of his pretrial detention, which complied with the law on the state of emergency, he was able to meet his lawyers and the author was informed of his state of health. The State party reiterates that the two autopsy reports, which were prepared in compliance with international standards, concluded that no external factors had caused the death of the author’s husband, other than his pre-existing medical conditions for which he received treatment. The State party concludes that articles 6 and 7 of the Covenant were not violated, as the investigation into the death of the author’s husband was duly conducted and the reasons of his death were clearly determined.

6.5 The State party clarifies that it did not argue in its previous observations that the author’s husband had been taken into custody based on his use of the ByLock application, but based on a witness statement identifying him as a member of the Fetullahist terrorist organization. In his statement taken on 27 July 2016, the author’s husband recognized the witness and admitted his membership of the Fetullahist terrorist organization. The State party, therefore, rejects the author’s allegations that her husband was detained in the absence of any evidence.

6.6 Regarding the evidentiary value of the use of the ByLock application, the State party submits that this evidence was obtained legally. In accordance with a decision of the Court of Cassation dated 24 April 2017, the National Intelligence Organization is required to deliver information gathered legally about a terrorist organization threatening national security to the relevant authorities. In accordance with the Code of Criminal Procedure, public prosecutors
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11 Constitutional Court, application No. 2017/27330, Decision, 26 May 2021.
are then obliged to conduct an effective investigation on the basis of such evidence. The State party reiterates that the Constitutional Court has found that the use of the ByLock application, established for the purpose of communication between members of the Fetullahist terrorist organization, can be relied on as the sole or decisive evidence in convictions for membership of the organization, without finding a breach of the right to a fair trial. As the use of the ByLock application or its presence on any device constitutes a strong indication of having committed an offence, the Constitutional Court found no violation of the right to security and liberty in the Aydın Yavuz case.  

In another case, the State party indicates that the Constitutional Court found that the right to protection of personal data and freedom of communication had not been violated, as the data obtained through the ByLock server were processed within the scope of an investigation by law enforcement units and judicial authorities. The State party maintains its view that articles 9 and 14 of the Covenant were thus not violated.

**Issues and proceedings before the Committee**

**Consideration of admissibility**

7.1 Before considering any claim contained in a communication, the Committee must decide, in accordance with rule 97 of its rules of procedure, whether the communication is admissible under the Optional Protocol.

7.2 The Committee has ascertained, as required under article 5 (2) (a) of the Optional Protocol, that the same matter is not being examined under another procedure of international investigation or settlement.

7.3 The Committee notes the State party’s submission that the communication should be considered inadmissible on the grounds of non-exhaustion of domestic remedies, as the author’s application to the Constitutional Court is still pending. It notes the author’s arguments that filing an individual application before the Constitutional Court is not an effective remedy as it does not offer in practice reasonable prospects of success owing to: (a) the non-enforcement of the Court’s judgments by lower courts; (b) its bias in favour of the Government; (c) its disregard for the approach and case law of the European Court of Human Rights; (d) its inability to review the constitutionality of decree laws in the context of the state of emergency; and (e) the fact that applications regarding allegations of torture and ill-treatment by persons on charges of membership of the Fetullahist terrorist organization have never succeeded. The Committee notes the State party’s submission that the European Court of Human Rights has held, in cases similar to the one at hand, that an individual application before the Constitutional Court constitutes an effective remedy, including in respect of measures taken within the scope of the state of emergency.  

The Committee notes the State party’s argument that, according to the Constitution, the Constitutional Court’s judgments are binding on all organs of the State and that, in practice, lower courts have effectively enforced these. It also notes the State party’s submission that the Constitutional Court does not deviate from the case law of the European Court of Human Rights but is better positioned to interpret domestic law and that it has found violations in an overwhelming majority of admissible applications, including those from persons prosecuted for membership of the Fetullahist terrorist organization who allege torture and ill-treatment.

7.4 Following its jurisprudence, the Committee notes that the European Court of Human Rights has expressed concern regarding the effectiveness of the remedy of an individual complaint to the Constitutional Court in cases concerning pretrial detention, due to the non-implementation, by lower courts, of the Court’s findings in two cases in which the Court had found violations of the applicants’ rights. The European Court of Human Rights has also noted that it would be for the Government to prove that the remedy of an individual complaint to the Constitutional Court is effective, both in theory and in practice, in cases concerning
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12 Constitutional Court, application No. 2016/22169, Decision, 20 June 2017.
13 European Court of Human Rights, *Uzun v. Turkey; Mercan v. Turkey; Zihni v. Turkey*; and *Catal v. Turkey* (application No. 2873/17, Decision, 7 March 2017).
14 Öçelik et al. v. Turkey (CCPR/C/125/D/2980/2017); and Alakuş v. Türkiye (CCPR/C/135/D/3736/2020).
the right to liberty and security.\textsuperscript{15} The Committee finds that, in the circumstances of the author’s case, and in light of the authority accorded to Constitutional Court judgments by lower courts in recent cases, the State party has not shown that an individual complaint before the Constitutional Court would have been effective, in practice, to challenge the lawfulness of her husband’s detention and subsequent death in custody.

7.5 The Committee notes the State party’s submission that the communication should be declared inadmissible for lack of substantiation, as the author has provided inaccurate information to mislead the Committee, which shows the manifestly ill-founded nature of the communication. The Committee considers that the inadmissibility argument adduced by the State party is intimately linked to the merits and should thus be considered at that stage. Accordingly, the Committee considers as admissible the author’s claims under articles 6, 7, 9 and 14 of the Covenant and proceeds to its examination of the merits.

\textit{Consideration of the merits}

8.1 The Committee has considered the communication in the light of all the information submitted to it by the parties, in accordance with article 5 (1) of the Optional Protocol.

8.2 The Committee notes the State party’s derogation under article 4 of the Covenant, which came into effect after the events giving rise to this communication, on 2 August 2016, after declaring a nationwide state of emergency ( paras. 1.2 and 4.1 above). The Committee notes that a fundamental requirement for any measures derogating from the Covenant is that they be limited to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation in accordance with the principle of proportionality. The Committee further recalls that the mere fact that a permissible derogation from a specific provision may, of itself, be justified by the exigencies of the situation does not obviate the requirement that specific measures taken pursuant to the derogation must also be shown to be required by the exigencies of the situation.\textsuperscript{16} The Committee recalls that article 4 (2) of the Covenant explicitly prescribes that no derogation may be made from articles 6 and 7.\textsuperscript{17} Although article 9 of the Covenant is not included in the list of non-derogable rights under article 4 (2), the Committee recalls that the fundamental guarantee against arbitrary detention is non-derogable, insofar as even situations covered by article 4 cannot justify a deprivation of liberty that is unreasonable or unnecessary under the circumstances. The existence and nature of a public emergency that threatens the life of the nation may, however, be relevant to a determination of whether a particular arrest or detention is arbitrary.\textsuperscript{18}

8.3 The Committee notes the author’s claims under articles 6 and 7 of the Covenant that despite the authorities’ knowledge of her husband’s health problems, when he was in custody, he was subjected to torture and ill-treatment that resulted in his death. It also notes the author’s claim that she and her family suffered mental anguish and inhuman treatment due to the failure of the State party to properly investigate the death of her husband. The Committee takes note of the State party’s argument that the author’s husband was provided with adequate medication and regularly examined and that, as indicated in the autopsy reports, he died from a heart attack without any indication that he was subjected to torture or ill-treatment. It also notes the State party’s submission that the investigation into the death of the author’s husband was duly conducted, in accordance with international standards and protocols, and based on tangible evidence.

8.4 The Committee recalls that the State party remains responsible for the life and well-being of its detainees, and that the duty to protect the life of all detained individuals includes providing them with the necessary medical care and appropriate regular monitoring of their health.\textsuperscript{19} Loss of life occurring in custody, in unnatural circumstances, creates a presumption of arbitrary deprivation of life by State authorities, which can only be rebutted on the basis of a thorough, prompt and impartial investigation that establishes the State’s compliance with

\textsuperscript{15} Altan v. Turkey, para. 142; and Alpay v. Turkey, para. 121.
\textsuperscript{16} General comment No. 29 (2001), para. 4.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid., para. 7.
\textsuperscript{18} General comment No. 35 (2014), para. 66.
\textsuperscript{19} General comment No. 36 (2018), para. 25.
its obligations under article 6.\textsuperscript{20} The Committee further recalls that it is the duty of the State party to afford everyone protection as may be necessary against acts prohibited by article 7, such as torture and ill-treatment, which may seriously affect the physical and mental health of the mistreated individual, and could also generate the risk of deprivation of life.\textsuperscript{21} When confronted with allegations of torture and ill-treatment, it is incumbent upon the State party to produce evidence refuting the allegations that its agents are responsible and showing that they applied due diligence in protecting the detainee through a prompt and impartial investigation applying the Istanbul Protocol. The Committee similarly recalls that prosecutions of potentially unlawful deprivations of life should be carried out in accordance with relevant international standards, including the Minnesota Protocol on the Investigation of Potentially Unlawful Death, and must be aimed at ensuring that those responsible are brought to justice, promoting accountability and preventing impunity, and drawing the necessary lessons for revising practices and policies with a view to avoiding repeated violations.\textsuperscript{22}

8.5 In the present case, the Committee observes that the State party has provided two autopsy reports concluding that (a) the author’s husband did not die due to a traumatic effect or from poisoning; (b) the colour changes in skin tissue and features of sternal and rib fractures observed are possibly due to cardiopulmonary resuscitation; and (c) he died as a result of an acute myocardial infarction. It also observes that the State party provides the public prosecutor’s decision of non-prosecution stating that there were no suspicious circumstances that required the presence of an external factor to explain the death of the author’s husband. However, the Committee observes that both the decision of non-prosecution and the autopsy report dated 23 November 2016 noted the statements of the author and her brother raising concerns that torture might be occurring.\textsuperscript{23} The Committee also notes that the State party has not provided any information regarding the discrepancies in the medical reports of the author’s husband while in custody, which in several cases confirmed injuries to his ribs, near to his neck, on his back, his psychological depression and symptoms of dizziness and sweating. The Committee notes that the State party did not establish that the allegations of the author’s husband during a medical examination on 3 August 2016, namely that he had been exposed to physical and psychological trauma while in detention, were promptly, impartially and thoroughly investigated.\textsuperscript{24} The Committee also observes that the State party did not investigate the doctors’ assessment in their report that the injuries observed in the neck of the author’s husband were “possibly due to old trauma”. The Committee considers that, based on the information available to it on file, although the authorities were aware of the allegations of torture, it is not apparent that any ex officio investigation was conducted, in accordance with the Istanbul Protocol, on the basis of these allegations, of the apparent signs on the body of the author’s husband and the medically reported psychological symptoms. The Committee considers that, in the circumstances of the present case, and in particular in light of the State party’s inability to effectively explain either the visible signs of mistreatment that were witnessed on a number of occasions or to establish that serious investigations were carried out, due weight should be given to the author’s claims. The Committee concludes that the State party failed to observe due diligence in protecting the author’s husband from torture and ill-treatment, and ultimately in protecting his life while in detention, considering his known pre-existing health problems, in violation of articles 6 and 7 of the Covenant.

8.6 While recalling that it is not incumbent upon the Committee to evaluate facts and evidence and conclusions reached in the investigation, it considers that the State party has

\textsuperscript{20} Ibid., para. 29; Eshonov v. Uzbekistan (CCPR/C/99/D/1225/2003), para. 9.2; Zhumabaeva v, Kyrgyzstan (CCPR/C/102/D/1756/2008 and Corr.1), para. 8.8; and Khadzhiyev v. Turkmenistan (CCPR/C/112/D/2252/2013), para. 7.3.

\textsuperscript{21} General comment No. 20 (1992), para. 2; and general comment No. 36 (2018), para. 54.


\textsuperscript{24} Haseki Education and Research Hospital Report form, 3 August 2016, Protocol 542577316.
not demonstrated that a thorough and impartial investigation into the allegations of torture and the death of the author’s husband took place, justifying on what basis several witness statements of co-detainees were not considered during the investigation or why his allegations of torture prior to his death were not effectively investigated at the time. The Committee further observes the uncertain conclusions in one autopsy report regarding his rib fractures, suggesting that it was possible that that happened during the cardiopulmonary resuscitation, which ignores the signs of injuries and allegations of torture reported prior to his death. The Committee concludes that the failure of the State party’s authorities to investigate promptly and thoroughly the circumstances of the death of the author’s husband effectively denied a remedy to the author and her children, and amounted to mental suffering in violation of their rights under article 7.

8.7 The Committee notes the author’s claims, under articles 9 and 14 of the Covenant, that her husband was arbitrarily arrested and detained in the absence of evidence of his links to the coup attempt and that the supposed evidence of his use of the ByLock application could not serve as a sufficient basis to place him in custody and was unlawfully obtained. It further notes the author’s allegations that: (a) her husband was never informed of the charges brought against him; (b) he was unable to appoint a lawyer; (c) his defence statement was never taken; (d) he was never presented before a judge during his 13 days in detention; and (e) he was presumed guilty despite the absence of proof against him. The Committee notes the State party’s argument that the author’s husband was immediately informed of the reasons for his arrest and of the charge of membership of a terrorist organization brought against him, based on his use of the ByLock application and possession of an account at Bank Asya, which constitute decisive and legally collected evidence of the criminal offence of membership of the Fetullahist terrorist organization. It takes note of the State party’s submission that the charges were also based on a witness statement, which the author’s husband recognized in his statement, and that during the period of his pretrial detention, which complied with the law on the state of emergency, he was able to meet with his lawyers.

8.8 The Committee notes that the author has not claimed that her husband’s detention was unlawful by virtue of the decree laws under the state of emergency. The question before the Committee is therefore to consider whether his detention was arbitrary. The Committee recalls that the notion of “arbitrariness” must be interpreted broadly to include elements of inappropriateness, injustice, lack of predictability and due process of law, as well as elements of reasonableness, necessity and proportionality and that remand in custody on criminal charges must be reasonable and necessary in all circumstances.25 The Committee observes that the State party submitted in its initial observations that the charges brought against the author’s husband were based on the crucial evidence of his use and installation of the ByLock application and ownership of an account at Bank Asya, clarifying in its second observations that he was taken into custody based on witness statements. Nevertheless, it notes that the State party has not provided any documentation, such as the alleged witness statements, an arrest warrant, detention order, conversation records on the ByLock application, or any proof regarding the evidence purportedly justifying detention of the author’s husband. It also takes note that the State party has not provided comments on the letter from the Ministry of Education reinstating the author’s husband as a teacher. Furthermore, the Committee notes that the judgments of the Constitutional Court, referred to by the State party, ruling that the use of the ByLock application can be relied on as sole or decisive evidence of the criminal offence of membership of the Fetullahist terrorist organization, were published after the arrest and detention of the author’s husband. In this sense, the Committee considers that the State party has not provided information as to how, at the time of the arrest and detention of the author’s husband, the judicial authorities had sufficient information on the nature of the ByLock application to conclude that the application was used exclusively by members of the organization for the purposes of internal communication, which could justify his detention.26 The Committee further recalls that persons arrested for the purpose of investigating crimes that they may have committed or for the purpose of holding them for criminal trial must be
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promptly informed of the crimes of which they are suspected or accused.\textsuperscript{27} The Committee notes that the State party has not submitted any documentation, such as the detention order, arrest warrant or transcripts of judicial proceedings, to substantiate its claim that the author’s husband had been promptly informed of the reason for his arrest or the charges against him. It further notes that the State party has not provided any information on the questions posed to him during the investigation or a record of the interview dated 27 July 2016, which it claims to have conducted. In these circumstances, the Committee considers that the State party has not established that the author’s husband was promptly informed of the charges against him and the reason for his arrest, nor substantiated that his detention met the criteria of reasonableness and necessity. It recalls that a derogation under article 4 cannot justify a deprivation of liberty that is unreasonable or unnecessary.\textsuperscript{28} The Committee therefore finds that the detention of the author’s husband amounted to a violation of his rights under article 9 (1) and (2) of the Covenant.

8.9 Having found a violation of articles 6, 7 and 9 (1) and (2) of the Covenant, the Committee decides not to separately examine the author’s claims of a violation of articles 14 (2) and (3) (b) and (d).

9. The Committee, acting under article 5 (4) of the Optional Protocol, is of the view that the facts before it disclose a violation of the rights of the author’s husband under articles 6, 7 and 9 (1) and (2) of the Covenant and of the rights of the author and her children under article 7.

10. In accordance with article 2 (3) (a) of the Covenant, the State party is under an obligation to provide the author with an effective remedy. This requires it to make full reparation to individuals whose Covenant rights have been violated. Accordingly, the State party is obligated, inter alia, to take appropriate steps to: (a) conduct a prompt, impartial and thorough investigation into the circumstances of the arbitrary arrest, torture and death of the author’s husband; (b) prosecute those responsible; and (c) provide adequate compensation to the author and her children. The State party is also under an obligation to take all steps necessary to prevent the occurrence of similar violations in the future.

11. Bearing in mind that, by becoming a party to the Optional Protocol, the State party has recognized the competence of the Committee to determine whether there has been a violation of the Covenant and that, pursuant to article 2 of the Covenant, the State party has undertaken to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the Covenant and to provide an effective and enforceable remedy when it has been determined that a violation has occurred, the Committee wishes to receive from the State party, within 180 days, information about the measures taken to give effect to the Committee’s Views. The State party is also requested to publish the present Views and disseminate them broadly in the official language of the State party.

\textsuperscript{27} General comment No. 35 (2014), para. 29.
\textsuperscript{28} Ibid., para. 66.